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“AT IRD WE
BELIEVE GOOD,
SENSIBLE DESIGN IS
INSPIRATIONAL IN
EVERY DAY LIVING”

MESSAGE FROM THE
DESIGN DIRECTOR
IRD is what things can become. The spaces where we work, play, learn, and live silently and profoundly affect our lives in every
moment. IRD creates these spaces where surroundings reflect–and even challenge– the highest dreams and aspirations of
those who inhabit them. We have been fortunate enough to create designs for those who see architecture as essential to the
experience of everything from education, shopping, entertainment, business or life in an imperial palace. And we see how it
shapes that experience. I hope this book serves as an inspiration in your everyday encounters with design and, in doing so,
brings joy to your life.

Indu Varanasi
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ABOUT US

For over a decade, IRD has created inspired
interior designs worldwide.
Our design and architectural expertise spans multiple industry sectors
and geographies, bringing compelling and unique design solutions into
the future. Collaborating with specialists, we bring together the design
vision, attention to detail and technical expertise which bring interior
environments to life.
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SERVICES

LISTEN
Designing your dreams is what we do, the first step on that journey is to
listen. IRD serves the vision of the client first–what you want, who you are
and how that can be best expressed through design.

DESIGN
From how we understand the needs of a client, we can offer our experience,
skill and inspiration to elevate your vision beyond what you thought was
possible. From this, we deliver heart-stopping renderings that will push you
to be your best everyday.

EXECUTE
We don’t stop at our renderings. IRD makes dreams happen and we start
by delivering on what we promise. Clients from all over can tell you. IRD
delivers.
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INDUSTRY
EXPERTISE

IRD brings together the best in the field
of every aspect of interior architecture and
design. Drawing from the top professionals
from around the world, IRD brings a worldclass collecti ve experience to bear on every
undertaking. We curate our team to provide
the perfect balance between inspiration
and action. We make what we dream of–and
provide consistent innovation to the practical
world.
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HOSPITALITY & LEISURE

Novo Cinema Dubai
The largest cinema change in the Middle East, Novo Cinemas was relaunched in 2000 with theatres located in Qatar, Bahrain, Dubai, Abu Dhabi,
Sharjah and Ras al-Khaimah.
IRD worked closely with Novo leadership to reinvent one of its flagship
properties in Dubai. The principal design goal was to ensure that the
theater-goers’ experience of the space was befitting the state-of-the-art
technology and family-friendly service Novo is known for. Design planning
services included full renovation of the main entrance, ticketing lobby,
concessions and washrooms.
“Indu and the rest of the IRD team are truly exceptional. They
collaborated with all the teams involved in completing our project...to
get the job done.”
Linda Karam, Senior Projects Manager – Gulf Film L.L.C., Novo Cinema
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CORPORATE

National Housing Corp. Tanzania
As the principal government authority responsible for developing affordable
housing across Tanzania, the National Housing Corp. (NHC) plays a crucial role
in establishing public-private partnerships for housing development across the
country.
IRD was a part of bringing eastern Africa into the future with this project, and the
main contribution was in designing the working areas of the NHC’s eight-story
headquarters in Dar es Salaam – including all VIP areas on the top floors.
“IRD brought everyone on our team together, which is a difficult feat,
particularly when you have different perceptions in the team and people
from different technical backgrounds.”
- Isaack Peter, Director of Innovation - National Housing Corporation, Tanzania
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RETAIL
Times Square Mall: Envisioning a mall beyond
traditional retail
Located on Dubai’s main transportation spine, The Sharaf Group’s Times Square Mall
was designed with efficiency and ease of entry and exit in mind. It reflect the needs
and expectations of Dubai’s residential shopping needs and culture.
With its small format and large central space, IRD believed the mall could become
a destination that went beyond traditional retail, and the common area was
transformed into a community gathering space where exhibitions, fairs and artisanal
displays could be conducted. An indoor landscape area was created, preserving
enough empty spaces for additional exhibitions.
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INSTITUTION
Amity University: A flagship campus for a global
education group
Established over two decades ago, Amity Education Group offers education programs
from preschool to Ph.D. level to over 150,000 students worldwide. The Dubai University
project is still considered to be a milestone in the UAE and regional educational
community, and student intake has doubled since opening doors.
Working closely with the architecture and planning teams, IRD provided the design for
all public areas. Critical to the approach was connecting common areas with students,
and the designs provided simple, vibrant, flexible solutions which allows minds to think
free and dream.
“Everyone who walks into the building says ‘wow’…you did something that
everyone is proud of. Students love spending time on campus and don’t want to
leave.”
- Vajahat Hussain, Senior Vice President - Amity Middle East
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HOSPITALITY & LEISURE

CORPORATE

RETAIL

INSTITUTION

Kayal Restaurant, India

Offices in Muscat, Oman

Etihad Mall, Dubai, UAE

Modern High School, Dubai

Designed for a sea food restaurant in the prestigious Le
Meridien Hotel in Chennai, India is a reflection of the colours of
the seas. IRD developed the concept to detail design including
furniture, fixtures and art placement.

Creating a semi-governmental office five story in Oman
headquarters, IRD designed all areas of the building and
created a richly, unique interior for the top floor executive
suites reflecting the rich heritage with a modern interpretation.

Taking the concept to marry ancient elegance with modern day
conveniences, IRD advanced a distinctive design for the mall’s
public areas, lobbies, corridors, and washrooms.

In order to foster an environment of cultural creativity and
understanding, IRD provided a design for the main entrance,
reception and meeting rooms that exemplified the cultural
awareness and integration of the ethos embodied by the
school.
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OUR WORK

What sets IRD apart from traditional designers and interior decorators is
the vast amount of experience and field-tested knowledge we bring to
bear on every client we partner with — and every project we engage in.
We pride ourselves on establishing a compelling and practical design
vision for you, along with the critical details key to bringing your project
to life on-time and on-budget.
Partnering with us means working directly with a senior leadership team
of licensed architects and other interior design specialists — a unique
combination of individuals who understand your unique site and regionspecific requirements from the inside-out as well as the outside-in.
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OUR WORK

ettihad mall
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wataniya telecom

cag pride

the hub

mc donalds office

kayak restaurant

le meridien hotel

better life

pink chic

jawhara

eversheen

emirates golf club

national housing corp

emirates tower hotel

kayak restaurant

holiday inn

real pilates

ushindi

dubai modern school
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CONTACT US

t: 04 3625280 | B 403, Building 04, D3
Dubai Design District, Dubai, UAE
www.irdesign.co
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